DO IT YOURSELF SELF
WATERING PLANTER GUIDE
They're ideal for:
❏ small spaces and concrete spaces
❏ growing plants in high rise buildings
❏ plants growing on balconies
❏ people who travel often

Benefits:
❏ allow oxygen to flow to roots
❏ water plants to its needs
❏ generate higher yield of vegetables
❏ less root rot

Materials needed:
❏ plastic flower pots x 4
❏ wick pot or cup, taller than flower pot x 1
❏ waterproof storage box with lid x 1
❏ 1 foot PVC pipe or strong plastic bottle
❏ poly/cotton fabric strips

❏ tape measure
❏ drill machine
❏ marker
❏ cutting knife or metal cutter

Step 1: With the lid attached to the
container, drill evenly spaced holes in
the lid. The lid will be the false floor of
your planter.

Step 2: Measure the width and length
of the container. This will be the width
and length of your false floor. Cut the
remaining excess.

Step 3: Mark a circle on the lid using the
wick pot. From the mark, measure 2mm
inward and make another round mark.
From that mark, cut a circle. This circle
will be where the wick cup be placed.
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Step 4: At one of the lid’s corners, cut a
hole the size of the PVC pipe or plastic
bottle. This is where you put the PVC
pipes or plastic bottle for refilling water.
Step 5: Drill a hole on one side of the
container, after marking with the wick
cup on the side of the container. This
acts as the water monitor for you to
know if the reservoir is full when you
fill it with water.

Step 6: Drill the side of the wick pot or
cup. Make sure the bottom has holes on
it and put it at the centre of the lid.

To assemble your planter:
• Place the four pots on each side of
the planter
• Place the wick pot or cup, making
sure the bottom touches the bottom
of the reservoir
• Place the finished lid
• Lay the fabric strips in place
• Place the pvc pipes or plastic bottle
at hole in the lid corner
• Place your soil and happy growing!

